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Supervisor:  Lucien Douglas 

 

 

An in depth reflection of the development of my approach to directing theatre as 

seen through the production processes of co-creating and directing The Psyche Project, 

directing Our Town by Thornton Wilder, and the journey of becoming a wife and a 

mother.  
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Introduction  

IN SEARCH OF MY OWN MYTHOLOGY 
Three years ago today, I was a vessel standing on the edge of a cliff. When I 

crossed the threshold I would leave behind womanhood and irreversibly enter 

motherhood. I was a creature, like millions of others throughout time, taking part in the 

primordial cycle of creating life. Like so many of those creatures, I knew instinctually 

how to perform the transformation. My body was young and able. It would stretch and 

retract, as it needed. It would bend and give when and where it needed. It would 

miraculously turn food into flesh, and then into milk right when it was needed. All 

worked without my prompting it.  

But my psyche had a different thing coming. I had a hunch that it would be a 

difficult adjustment becoming a mother, but I had no idea that when the uterus began to 

surge and urge my daughter toward the air, that I was also pushing outward, cracking 

through the chrysalis of my own past identity, and birthing not only a new baby, but a 

new incarnation of myself. The physical birth was so successful, and my body’s recovery 

fast and strong, that I was rather unaware how deeply altered my being was about to 

become. In this fragile stage, I marched my new mother-self, infant, and husband right up 

to the gates of graduate school.  

I was an ambitious, able, and empowered young woman of the twenty-first 

century, who, inspired by many rebellious women—in particular my own mother—was 

not planning to stop my own personal development to give room for the metamorphosis 

that occurs as a result of childbirth. I was the young heroic fool, brave and too naïve to 

know the perils I was embarking on. I came to the University of Texas at Austin, in much 

the same state as my infant daughter—dumb, floppy and bewildered. The difference 

between us was that from the outside I still looked strong. I still carried with me a 

residual perception of a previous self that longed so anxiously to be done with this 

bothersome process of relearning to stand and speak. In the presence of so many peers, 

who had not just chosen this nearly impossible task, I felt inadequate and ashamed of my 
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state. The young woman, who was once so independent, organized, driven, focused, grew 

resentful of the nascent self I was now stuck inside. She scolded every stumble. 

Begrudged every miss-uttered word. She pointed and laughed and convinced the new self 

that everyone else was pointing and laughing too. 

In the midst of a psychological transformation, I had unwittingly jumped into a 

situation that called upon intellectual skills I was not yet ready to use. Joseph Campbell 

describes, 

The so-called rites of passage, which occupy such a prominent place in the 
life of a primitive society (ceremonials of birth, naming, puberty, 
marriage, burial, etc.) are distinguished by formal, and usually very 
severe, exercises of severance, where by the mind is radically cut away 
from the attitudes, attachments and life patterns of the stage left behind. 
Then follows an interval of more or less extended retirement, during 
which are enacted rituals designed to introduce the life adventurer to the 
forms and proper feelings of his new estate, so that when at last the time 
has ripened for the return to the normal world, the initiate will be as good 
as reborn. (Hero With A Thousand Faces 10)  

 
We do not have the ritual of mythology as ingrained into our culture to guide the psyche 

to let go and be reborn in this way.  So I had neither enacted rituals of severance, nor 

given an interval of extended retirement. At the moment of reading the passage, almost 

three years after the birth, I could suddenly recognize how fiercely I was clinging to 

pieces of a past self. I was still relying on the strength of a previous identity to get me 

through the day-to-day rigor of being a student, rather than yielding and trusting that my 

mother-self could do the same job—perhaps even better. And as a result, I was 

prolonging the maturation process of my new form. Within seconds of reading the 

Campbell passage, I was able to identify intellectually what was happening, and to 

simply “let go.” What does that mean? What was there literally to let go of? I don’t 

know. It is all in one’s head, right? I think that is what makes psychological rebirths so 

much more complicated than physical ones and so much harder to overcome when we 

fail to identify them. There is no physical placenta to birth. No cord to cut. So rather than 

trust, and yield, I flexed, and held on to a past life and punished myself for the weakness 

of my new one. 
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As a result, I was more likely to lose faith in my own skills and not to trust my 

intuition, especially with regard to projects that involved collaboration with stronger 

individuals. I was much more likely to mistrust my own instincts, to allow myself to be 

steered before I could develop a firm grasp of my own direction. I would allow myself to 

be manipulated more than felt fair, and when I recognized my boundaries had been 

violated, I would over react to reclaim my ground, neither creating a healthy environment 

for collaboration/communication/creation, or achieving what I was finally pushing 

toward.  

I also was apt to take other’s actions personally and consequently engage in 

invisible battles. I was overly sensitive to other’s demons being projected onto me. I 

would unwittingly accept the role of enemy in someone else’s drama where I would have 

to waste time and energy fighting battles that were not mine to win or lose. 

I forgot my own process of preparation. In the bazaar memory wipe of pregnancy 

and nursing, I lost many of the skills, tools and habits I had created for working as a 

theatre maker throughout undergraduate school and the years following. I came here to 

learn new skills, but it was not my intention to start from scratch. 

Because I was accustomed to the luxury of doing well in school prior to 

motherhood, I was tremendously self-aware of how much I was struggling academically. 

I couldn’t remember what I read, or names of artists, directors, and playwrights I should 

have known about, and I could not talk about anything with much clarity. My brain was 

running on empty. I would over compensate by trying to “know everything.” Especially 

in the role of director, in my desperation to grab hold of something, I would feel I should 

try, and—at my worst—perform knowing the answers to things I neither could nor should 

have known. 

And all the while I was split in two. I was totally in love with my daughter, 

learning as much from my lessons with her as I was in school, wanting to be with her and 

watch her grow “every, every minute,” (Our Town 83) while conversely begrudging what 

motherhood had taken from my brain-power and my ability to be a developing as a 
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professional artist. There was an explosive rivalry of selves battling for my, already 

reduced, energy that plagued the majority of my graduate studies. 

Not until this final semester, as I began to make a critical study of the work I have 

been doing these past years, did I discover the mythological rite of passage my psyche 

had been in search of—the map it needed to illustrated both the distance I had come, the 

direction I was going, and the value of the difficult lessons I was struggling through. 

Ironically it was a myth I was intimately involved with all along—the myth of Psyche 

and Eros.  

LEARNING TO DO MY HOMEWORK 
I understood the Psyche legend to be about discovering, working through, and 

embracing the struggle of partnership in true love. Two years and two productions into 

The Psyche Project, I finally examined the tale through a critical research assignment 

conducted for Suzan Zeder’s class, Myth, Legend and Tale. My research led me, not only, 

to thousands of representations of Eros and Psyche throughout history, but also to 

volumes of analysis illuminating the meaning of the ancient symbols and characters 

employed throughout the story. This close study revealed how much more layered the 

images and meanings were than we had previously understood or represented in The 

Psyche Project.  It illuminated how important it is, as an artist, to do the homework of 

dramaturgical research. And it showed me how powerful the symbolism of mythology 

can be in personally affecting transformation for an individual—in this case myself—

even when thousands of years separate the audience from the origin of the tale.  

PSYCHE THE BUTTERFLY 
Psyche in Greek means soul. But it also means butterfly. The tale of Eros and 

Psyche is a mythic story of transformation. Psyche begins her heroic journey as a mortal 

soul who, like a caterpillar, must grow and shed skin time and time again along her “road 

of trials” where she learns, through four seemingly impossible tasks, to trust her intuition 

in sorting the seeds of life, to have the patience to avoid conflict and to get what she 

needs from others without harming them or herself in the process. She learns to bring a 
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creatively rebellious and uplifted spirit to reach the highest mountain. She learns to be 

prepared and to not be distracted by the needs of others on her final quest through Hades. 

And she learns to follow her gut—against everyone else’s advice—to courageously open 

the forbidden box of beauty.  She drops seemingly dead into the tomb-like cocoon of the 

caterpillar before she is miraculously reborn immortal, the butterfly. The successful 

heroine is rejoined by Eros’ and as, recognized wife of Love, Psyche gives birth to their 

daughter, Voluptas—which translates as pleasure or bliss.   

Armed, now, with extensive research and my own personal experience of 

partnership and motherhood, I see this myth as a three-fold journey of metamorphosis. 

First, Psyche as single woman becomes mature lover/partner/wife. Second, Psyche the 

maiden is reborn as mother. And third, Psyche the individual spirit transforms into 

conscious, mature self. These transformations take place simultaneously along that same 

plot line. The mythology of the characters and symbols are complex enough to allow the 

tale to house these massive and different life-changing events, thus making this single 

myth a neatly packaged mode of transmitting three major archetypal feminine rites-of-

passage at once.  

THE CALL TO THE MOUNTAIN TOP 
At the start of the tale, Psyche’s story exactly mirrors the masculine hero journey 

described by Joseph Campbell in his book The Hero With A Thousand Faces. The first 

portion of the journey—which Campbell refers to as the “Call to Adventure”—is the 

series of events that lead to the hero’s exit from his community and onto his individual 

quest and rebirth. In this tale, Psyche is the most beautiful woman on earth. She receives 

all the praise that should be due to the goddess of beauty, Aphrodite. Aphrodite is not 

pleased.  None of these expositional elements, however, would amount to a story had 

Psyche’s father not gone to talk to the Oracle of Apollo. The Oracle’s decree is therefore 

Psyche’s “Call to Adventure.”   

 
On some high crag; O king, set forth the maid, 
In all the pomp of funeral robes arrayed. 
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Hope for no bridegroom born of mortal seeds, 
But fierce and wild and of the dragon breed. 
He swoops all conquering, born on airy wing, 
With Fire and sword he makes his harvesting; 
Trembles before him Jove, whom gods do dread, 
And quakes the darksome, river of the dead. 
 (Neumann 7)  

 
The Oracle tells Psyche she must go to the mountain in funeral robes to marry death. And 

who, in their right mind, would say, “Sure! That sounds like a great, idea. Lets parade to 

the cliff in a bridal procession to marry some unknown monster and perhaps to die.” This 

is where mythology, if taken too literally, will leave you rolling you eyes thinking “What 

dramatic ancient Greek nonsense.” But with a step back into the brilliant land of 

metaphor, we see this is far from nonsense. This, in essence, is what every person is 

doing when she accepts the invitation to marriage. She, or he, marches up to a huge cliff 

and waits alone to face the ominous dangers of the unknown and the death of her 

previous self. How honestly the myth lays out the essential experience of that 

transformative threshold! And how clearly it illustrates how absurd and terrifying it may 

seem to accept the “Call to Adventure.” 

While it may seem very grim and morbid to us to symbolize marriage as a lonely 

death on the mountaintop, what we are missing today by not directly acknowledging the 

death that occurs not only in marriage, but in facing pregnancy, parenthood, and so many 

of life’s major thresholds? When we pass through puberty, we face the death of 

childhood. When we enter parenthood, we face the death of individual self. When we 

face the actual death of the body, we face the death of corporal existence. Somehow we 

have driven the dark image of death under the surface of our customs when, in fact, our 

white wedding ceremonies, for example, are actually based on ancient funeral rites. We 

may unconsciously sense the presence of death—and respond as Thornton Wilder so 

aptly illustrates in Our Town, in terrified breakdowns at the alter. However, without 

directly acknowledging the end of maidenhood and bachelorhood, we are capable of 

effectively paralyzing our psychological development.   
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Only birth can conquer death-the birth not of the old thing again, but of 
something new. Within the soul, within the body social, there must be- if 
we are to experience long survival- a continued “recurrence of birth” to 
nullify the unremitting recurrences of death. For it is by means of our own 
victories, if we are not regenerated, that the work of nemesis is wrought: 
Peace then is a snare; war is a snare; change is a snare; permanence is a 
snare. When our day is come for the victory of death, death closes in; there 
is nothing we can do, except be crucified and resurrected; dismembered 
totally, and then reborn. (Hero 17) 

 
If we do not recognize that life involves death, our development will cease. The 

caterpillar must shed its skin five times and become a chrysalis before reaching it mature 

form.  

I would argue what makes a hero is not being the most beautiful mortal on earth, 

or the strongest man, or any of those mythic exaggerations of self that so often color our 

stories’ heroes. What makes a hero is having the courage to accept the call to adventure 

and the death that comes with it.  Being a hero is saying, “Hey guys, I know this looks 

like I am about to walk off a cliff, but somehow I know there is something bigger than we 

can imagine on the other side. Something is telling me this is right…and so I am going to 

sit here and wait for that death to come a whisk me away onto my adventure.” Being a 

hero is also having the courage to keep on trudging through the journey even when it 

seems impossible. And finally being a hero means—against everyone’s advice—opening 

the box of beauty to know truth and to face death. My own version of this tale has been, 

at times, equally terrifying and as seemingly impossible as Psyche’s. And I am certain the 

calls to adventure will continue to come and ask me to face new deaths and rebirths for 

the rest of my life. But for now, I can say I have made it through three major 

metamorphoses at once and, like Psyche, made it to a successful end still married to my 

version of Love, mother of my own incarnation of Bliss, and transformed into my own 

heroic butterfly. Understanding the meaning of this story, undoubtedly helped me there. I 

wonder, if we all had the mythology to aid us through the many deaths we face, if fewer 

people would get unwittingly stuck in the psychological neurosis of living on both sides 

of the threshold. I wonder, had we the mythology reminding us that the decree to go to 
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the mountain is also a summons to become a hero, if more people would be willing to go. 

I wonder if we remembered from the start that true love and bliss will always be 

accompanied by struggle, loneliness and uncertainty—if more men and women would 

heroically accept their call to adventure. 

 

GROWTH THROUGH RESISTANCE 
I discovered that my experience as—not only a lover/partner/wife—but as a 

mother was invaluable to interpreting the depths of the story’s meaning. And my research 

illuminated how Psyche’s heroic journey toward mature partnership and motherhood 

resulted in the metamorphosis of her self.  It was through crossing these major life 

thresholds that she left her larva form, and became a conscious and mature being. Echoes 

of Psyche’s adventure in my own life revealed how my own journey of learning to be a 

wife, and learning to be a mother were not hindering my growth as an artist. They were, 

rather, the catalysts for my development. While it may have felt like I was ill equipped to 

be a student, and though I really struggled to keep up intellectually, I was, in fact, 

growing immeasurably as a result of being a mother in school. As Anne Bogart describes,  

Resistance heightens and magnifies the effort. Meeting a resistance, 
confronting an obstacle, or overcoming a difficulty always demands 
creativity and intuition. In the heat of the conflict, you have to call on new 
reserves of energy and imagination. You develop your muscles in the act 
of overcoming resistance—your artistic muscles […] The larger the 
obstacles, the more you will transform in the effort. (A Director Prepares 
142)  

 
The very struggle that may have stunted my intellectual growth for a while was the 

source of my growth as a whole being, and as a highly attuned artist. Becoming a mother 

opened new channels to heightened levels of perception and non-verbal communication 

instinctually designed to sense, anticipate and act on the needs of people and situations. 

As an artist, I am profoundly more empathetic to the feelings of others, and to sensing the 

heartbeat of a play, a scene, and a character than I was previously. I can “get” where 

someone is coming from with so much more ease than I ever experienced before. I am 
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seemingly hardwired into the master computer of emotions, and can ache, laugh, hate, or 

want with/through/for another person with much greater agility. All my over-steering at 

the beginning of my new life as a mother has taught me how much more subtly to use 

these skills to cultivate healthy relationships with my collaborators, to read the needs of 

the rehearsal room as a whole, while also taking note of the state of each individual 

within it. I now have learned to trust my gut instincts about when to give and when to 

push, when to ask questions and when to prescribe the details. I have learned how 

necessary tumbling and bruised knees are fundamental to the process of learning to walk 

and how that very same metaphor holds true for everything we learn and do. I have 

embraced the stumbling, the embarrassment, the instability, and the magic of living a life 

out of balance. It is in the constant effort toward balance that I reach my moments of 

greatest creativity, inspiration, and clarity. And each of the struggles I faced as a result of 

being a mother/student were all invaluable lessons without which I would never have 

grown so far in developing my own methods as a theatre maker. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Psyche Project 

The methodology for developing and producing The Psyche Project was 

organically discovered along the way. It is difficult to discuss the project in neatly 

described categories or approaches. I therefore employ the similarly organic form of 

reflective narrative to illustrate the process of this creative collaboration. 

THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

Jenny Connell, MFA playwriting candidate and I both came together in January 

of 2008 to start an ensemble with the goal of collaboratively creating a piece of theatre 

for the Cohen New Works Festival the following year.  I suggested we invite MFA acting 

candidate Tom Truss to join us. I hardly knew either Tom or Jenny at the time. We had 

shared several classes and I could sense from what they spoke about that we had 

compatible interests. Thus, with little more than intuition and curiosity, we came together 

to begin—at its minimum—a yearlong collaboration. Now, more than two and half years 

later, we are still working together developing The Psyche Project. 

Our Mission 

Tom, Jenny and I met for our first meeting to share our past experiences with 

collaboration and to frame our goals for this project. I had come from a yearlong 

collaboration as a member in The SOMA Theatre Ensemble in Seattle, WA where I 

trained in Tadashi Suzuki’s acting method and Anne Bogart’s Viewpoints. With SOMA I 

had worked from the inside as designer and performer and experienced how an ensemble 

could create rich and layered movement, music, story, and design collaboratively. We did 

not, however, have a system of recording, editing or building from our work. As we 
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reached the performance date, it became apparent that the lack of a clear playwright and 

director was hindering our process. I came to the University of Texas at Austin directing 

program with questions of how to develop a more effective method of collaboration, and 

how, I, as a director, could learn skills to operate effectively within that collaborative 

environment. I wanted to use my skills as an actor, musician and designer in the creation 

of new work, but I also wanted to come to this process as the “director.” Jenny and Tom 

also came to this project with multiple skills beyond their title roles as playwright and 

actor. And they came with their own collaborative histories working with other 

ensembles that were equally inspiring and flawed. At this meeting, we found we all 

brought to this project essentially the same root question. In a collaboratively developed 

work, what is the role of the (director, playwright, actor, designer, musician, fill in the 

blank) in the room? With a room full of artists each bringing their own discipline to the 

floor, what is each of our functions and how do we honor our individual skills while also 

giving room for interdisciplinary dialogue? Can a designer bring in text? Can a director 

be on stage exploring scenes as a performer? Can an actor step off to the sidelines to offer 

direction? And if so, how do we still maintain a sense of rigor in the standards of our 

work as well as our product? Armed with these questions we laid the foundation for our 

collaborative process.  

The Prompt 

The “Prompt” — a term I embraced from Steven Dietz’s collaboration class, is 

the seed from which the group will develop the story, the world, the characters, the 

objects of the piece. Jenny offered the ancient myth of Psyche and Eros for consideration. 

I had never heard the tale before, but was immediately connected to its core. It is centered 

on a female protagonist, her mythic journey to embrace the beauty and struggles of true 

love; and, unlike most fairy tales that end “happily every after” with the marriage of the 

two love interests, this tale started with the wedding. I am always attracted to working 

with the richly steeped symbolism of mythology. And this tale in particular resonated 

with me personally having just begun my own personal journey as a wife. Tom also felt a 
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strong connection to story of love and commitment, so we all agreed the myth of Eros 

and Psyche would be our point of departure.  

As far as prompts go, this one was rather extensive in that it was already a story. 

So our job was to dig down into the depths of the ancient tale to ask what it was saying to 

its audience several thousand years ago, and what of that core might still resonate for us 

today. We shamelessly used Wikipedia and children’s book adaptations as the primary 

source of our work. We wanted to engage the material as our audiences most likely 

would—with very little direct knowledge of the original source.  

In hindsight, I believe we were coming up with clever justifications for avoiding 

our dramaturgical homework. Through my research, I now understand the powerful 

symbolism of the original myth and feel we were foolishly guessing at the meaning of the 

symbols. The fact that ants at the time the story was told were commonly understood to 

be a symbol of intuition is not common knowledge now. We therefore missed that when 

Psyche was helped in separating an endless pile of seeds, that receiving help from the 

ants was actually her learning to use her own intuition. This is just one example of the 

many rich symbolic treasures we missed by not doing our homework. I believe now when 

adapting any piece of artwork, it is my responsibility as an artist to do the research in 

order to understand the context and meaning of the work so I can better decipher the 

symbolism and intentions of the “original.” I do not believe that means we must then be 

slaves to the “original”.  The role as artist gives artistic license to adapt to a contemporary 

audience. But I think we must respect our source material by doing the work to 

understand its core so we can adapt the material for our needs more knowledgably. 

Flirting with Chaos 

We began with a prompt, a question, and a deadline. We gathered together a 

group of seven people, including actors La Tasha Stevens, Smaranda Ciceu, Ben Schave, 

Tom Truss, designer Kevin Beltz, Jenny Connell and myself. The numbers in the room 

fluctuated significantly as everyone was overbooked with other commitments. We 
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somehow managed to block out a few hours a week to meet, embraced whoever managed 

to join us, and slowly began developing our piece.  

The process was disorganized at first. We operated like a bunch of children 

playing pretend. We would assign who would be in charge each time we met so that 

different methods of exploration would be brought to the table. For this first phase of the 

process our roles were very undefined. We all took on jobs of every discipline. And we 

never worked from a script.  

More often than not, we would base our explorations on the simple act of telling 

the story. We would come up with different modes, such as sitting in a circle and letting 

each person offer a line, having a single narrator tell the story while everyone else 

improvised the action, all being the characters within the tale and acting it out with found 

object puppets, and improvising interviews with the characters. It was not an intentional 

methodology. However when I examine it from where I sit now, I can see that while it 

felt like we were playing in “Grandma’s attic”—as I will discuss further with our design 

aesthetic— and at times like we were just spinning our wheels, I believe we were actually 

exercising and developing important muscles of oral story telling. Through repetition we 

were effectively reactivating the ancient myth’s original mode of transmission. We thus, 

individually activate the elements that connected to us personally. And through 

repetition, we were summoning an ancient oral tradition of creating, not by a single 

individual writer, but through repeated telling by many voices. In this way, orally told 

tales grow and change with the culture through time. This tale had been written down by 

Lucius Apuleius in the second century AD and perhaps got stuck in that form. It also 

likely continued to grow and shift with time to end up in our hands as fragments of 

Sleeping Beauty and Beauty and the Beast. Through our rehearsal process we were going 

back to the fundamental structure of the tale and creating our own mythology; 

collectively reconditioning the story to make up for all the cultural shifts since the time it 

was written down, and reinvigorating the story so it would speak to us now.  

One of our most effective rehearsal explorations was a physical telling of the tale 

with found props/costumes in which the rules of the game were thus: 1). We would 
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perform the action as the characters, 2). We could use objects to represent the characters 

or adorn ourselves in partial costumes to evoke the characters. 3). At any time anyone in 

the room could call out, “Stop.” The action would stop accordingly and the individual 

could either ask a question about that moment in the story, tell a personal story as to why 

the moment resonated with him personally, or—as often ended up being the case—spin 

off on a diatribe as to why it didn’t make any sense why anyone would leave their 

daughter on the top of a mountain, or go against everyone’s advice to open “that damned 

box.” (La Tasha Stevens) This structure allowed us the forum for intellectual discussion 

and personal discovery, while remaining in the format of a performance. We all began to 

understand elements of the tale through empathy with other ensemble member’s stories. 

And in some cases those “stop” conversations became seeds for what eventually grew 

into pivotal scenes in our script.  

Productive Violence 

In her book, A Director Prepares, Anne Bogart describes the importance of 

violence in a rehearsal room.  

Violence begins with decision. With commitment to something. The word 
commit derives from Latin, committere, which means ‘to ignite action, to 
bring together, join, entrust, and do.’ Committing to a choice feels violent. 
It is the sensation of leaping off a high diving board. It feels violent 
because the decision is an aggression against nature and inertia. Even as 
seemingly small a choice as deciding the precise angle of a chair feels like 
a violation of the free flux and flow of life. (57) 

 
When working in a collaborative group, in which every person has a voice and brings 

forth ideas, there is necessarily a point at which the violence of decision enters the room. 

Endless ideas can be developed, and endless creative solutions explored. In order to move 

forward, however, choices must be made to give the piece structure. Otherwise we could 

work into oblivion and end up with little more than a non-descript pile of “great ideas.” 

 By the end of the first semester, one ensemble member proclaimed she would no 

longer be a part of the process if we did not have a script by the fall.  We met for an 

intensive workshop to focus on building material for a script. We all wrote and brought in 
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scenes to try in rehearsal. Jenny Connell worked in the room as before, although she 

resigned from being a performer and started her rigorous work carving a semester’s 

worth of material into a play. I, too, began to step more clearly into the role as 

director/creator. Jenny worked to find the kind of language to house our work. I worked 

to find a whole world for it. One week after our summer workshop, Jenny had written the 

first draft of our play.  

 The ensemble dispersed for the summer. Though the script was sent to everyone 

and the conversation kept open, a silence fell over the process. The conversation 

dwindled to a dialogue between Jenny and me alone.  We worked together by email, 

discussing the play and developing the script. As I look back now, I can see that the 

nature of our relationship—while not new to the world of collaboration—was none-the-

less unusual. The script, while undoubtedly Jenny’s words, was definitely a collaborative 

effort in its creation, content, and form. In the reverse, the direction of the production was 

far more than mine alone.  

As we both had been active in the development process prior to the existence of a 

script, and worked so closely together through the continual rewriting and creation of the 

world as a whole, we agreed it was more appropriate to credit both her and myself as the 

co-creators of the piece. We agreed she could still list herself as the playwright and me as 

the director, but the piece itself lived in between those two worlds. I often wonder what 

the future of this piece will become because of its amorphous form. Jenny has left so 

much room for the show to exist off the page, leaving me generous freedom as director to 

fill in the story in space and time. However I know the mother in me fears what will 

become of my baby.  Since the work of a director exists in space in time, it vanishes 

when the production closes. This is a funny place to be when so much of that direction is 

actually the creation of the production. My work—outside what part I have had on the 

text—is ethereal.  And unlike the text, if the script were to be passed to another director, 

future productions are not traditionally expected to honor my work as director. This 

element of directing theatre sometimes makes me weary, especially in regard to a work I 

have authored. I have nothing to hold onto, nothing to show for the thousands of hours of 
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work and passion and love—nothing, but bad production videos to go back and look at. 

Nothing to show all those I love, let alone those with whom I hope to work. This 

ownership of nothingness makes me want to challenge the identity of the director as an 

interpretive artist. My work as a director most definitely bridges my work as a performer 

and generative artist and I want to continue to find ways to be recognized for that.  

The Cohen New Work Production 

The Cohen New Works Festival provided the forum for a formal production and 

gave us the urgency of a deadline. We started the fall semester with a script. Our 

ensemble, burdened by even more commitments began to fracture, leaving Tom, Jenny 

and me to carry what we had created forward toward the festival.  

Our core trio was forced again to make some violent decisions. The first was 

Jenny’s. She was invited to write and perform in another New Work’s collaboration. She 

was still committed to her role as playwright for The Psyche Project, however she would 

no longer be able to work as an ensemble member in the room.  

The second decision pertained to the actors. The production schedules for both of 

the graduate actors’ spring shows cut deeply into the rehearsal process for all New Works 

productions. When faced with the decision to recast core ensemble members Tom Truss 

and Smaranda Ciceu, or to struggle with a significantly shortened rehearsal process, I 

chose the latter. The strength of the piece rested so firmly on the work we had begun the 

semester prior that I was willing to forgo the time to rehearse to keep those key players. 

Thus, I cast Tom Truss, Smaranda Ciceu, and new ensemble member Mark Scheibmeir 

from the graduate acting pool, knowing full well they would miss the first weeks of the 

rehearsal process. 

Designer Kevin Beltz, who had worked from within the ensemble as performer, 

writer, and musician as much as designer also announced he would have to continue his 

work as designer without attending rehearsals. The process shifted from developing 

design elements within the ensemble-based generation of the whole play. Kevin and me 
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had to revert to a more traditional set designer/director relationship that occurred 

primarily outside the workshop space of the rehearsal room. 

My decision to cast critical roles with actors who would not be present for the 

first weeks of rehearsal, and Kevin and Jenny’s decisions to work outside the rehearsal 

room suddenly rendered our ensemble mission question moot. “What is the role of the 

(fill-in-the-blank) in the room?” could not be tested when none of the original ensemble, 

but myself, were in the room. We were asking the script to be ready for a more traditional 

director-driven rehearsal process before it was really ready to stand. I was, thus, caught in 

a strange and difficult position as one of the co-creators of the piece. I, as co-creator, 

wanted to help the piece grow into a mature play. But I did not have the agency to make 

those developments without the actors needed to explore the characters, without the 

designer to offer insight into the texture of the world, or without the playwright in the 

room to address anything interfaced with the text. As the director, I was cracking the 

whip on the co-creator self to reach a point that we could make it a viable production on 

the stage.  

THE ROLE OF THE DIRECTOR IN THE ROOM 

One of primary reasons I chose to focus my studies on directing was because it 

allowed me to remain interdisciplinary in my work as a theatre maker. With The Psyche 

Project, I was granted the perfect opportunity to try my hand at interdisciplinary 

direction. In addition to co-creator and director, the theatre department was so over-taxed 

for bodies during the festival, that despite my looking, I was also The Psyche Project 
stage manager, costume designer, lighting designer, sound designer, puppet designer, 

props designer and choreographer. Jenny was very present outside the rehearsal room 

doing everything she could to help co-produce the show. Kevin was included in all the 

discussions regarding the design as a whole and built the majority of the set. But the bulk 

of the creative load, otherwise, fell to me both to design and to execute.  

Another role of a director is the role as guardian of the show. The guardian 

requires a director to rise above one’s own ego in order to act as almost a parent to the 
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production process. Regardless of what the child will grow up to become, whether it is 

what the director wants it to be, or not, the guardian’s job is to keep the show alive and 

safe—safe from any one voice over powering the harmony of the whole and safe from 

neglect or self-serving choices of any single collaborator. For the case of The Psyche 
Project, an interdisciplinary group had created the foundation of the world so the piece 

relied, even in its draft form, upon many different theatrical languages—words, 

movement, music, puppets, costumes/props, and setting. When the rehearsal process 

began with all the other creators out of the room, I became the ultimate self-destructive 

mother scrambling to hold together what absolutely should have crumbled, despite how 

detrimental the workload was to my own psyche and physical person. What had been a 

collective project became my solitary effort to maintain a sense of collaboration, to 

protect all the interdisciplinary layers, to hold onto the last year’s worth of labor, and 

ultimately to pull together an ensemble’s worth of work.  

The Rehearsal Process 

With our new ensemble of young and eager performers I began work-shopping 

the script in rehearsals, developing the physical language of the play. We worked 

rigorously trying to test the script to find ways to make it work, but also quickly 

discovered holes and disconnects in the early draft. Those discoveries were 

communicated through emails and midnight conversations to the playwright. Jenny was 

always willing to hear the notes, questions and ideas but some elements were simply 

difficult to communicate. I did not want to step on Jenny’s toes, but as a director I began 

to grow desperate that I could not communicate all I needed to the playwright. At one 

point, I asked permission from Jenny to step into the role as playwright and rewrite part 

of the script. It was the most efficient way I knew to get our work from the room onto the 

page. Because our relationship had such permeable boundaries and because so much of 

the content had been collaboratively generated from the start, Jenny agreed it felt fair for 

me to offer written ideas, so long as she could always have final hand with the words. 

Jenny took my writing and gathered from it what she needed to understand what the work 

in the room was telling us and then made her own decisions about what to cut and what to 
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turn into her own cohesive writing style. While this arrangement was very useful in 

massaging out some of the biggest bumps and through-line issue at the time, I feel it was 

not ultimately the most effective method of collaboration, unless we were working in a 

co-writer relationship. I did however learn how much I enjoy writing and, though I never 

expected my words directly to end up on stage for this production, I was grateful for the 

dire circumstances of the project forcing me to trust my written voice.  

 In addition to writing, movement was one of the primary languages I had 

envisioned in this piece from the beginning. The mythic nature of the world so naturally 

invited the communication of emotions and experiences without the use of words. 

Because I was working (with a few exceptions) with untrained movers and I had not yet 

developed my own method of working as a choreographer, our process was slow and 

disorganized. We managed to develop a few pieces that, though rough, gave me 

confidence as a director/choreographer to move forward in developing my own dance-

based movement skills for the future.  

Cerberus: The Three headed Director 

As Tom Truss noted after rehearsal one night, “I can’t believe how willing you 

have been to share the role of director. I feel like we have become Cerberus, the three-

headed dog at the gate of Hades. And yet somehow it all seems to work.”   

Once the graduate actors, entered the rehearsal process, our work as a creative 

ensemble returned. Their presence empowered the undergraduate actors as well and we 

began to work and breath together as a unit. As a result, my role as director felt less like 

the traditional actor/director hierarchy and more like just one limb of the amoeba working 

together with all the other limbs of the whole ensemble body toward completing our 

performance goal.  

This was best illustrated through our work in the final stages of the rehearsal 

process.  We lost one of our ensemble members and after weeks of searching for a 

replacement, I yielded to stepping into the role myself. The nature of interacting with 

performance as a director requires a different point of view than as performer. As an actor 
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standing in the middle of the performance, one cannot imagine the way the stage and 

scenes are reading from the outside. So, although I had nearly memorized everyone’s 

blocking and lines from the outside, I was the first performer to be standing in the wrong 

spot and missing my cues. I had to learn to develop different mental settings for each job. 

When I stepped in to act, I would have to relinquish my director’s brain in order to do my 

job on stage.  

I leaned on the strength of the ensemble to share the job of the director’s eye. 

Tom Truss, Mark Scheibmeir, Smaranda Ciceu, M. Roberto Orduna, Denise Saenz, 

Jenny Connell, dramaturg Christina Gutierrez and set designer Kevin Beltz (when they 

could be present) frequently took notes during our run-throughs. In order to maintain 

some sense of continuity, they would pass the notes through me so that, like Jenny with 

the words in the script, I could offer a filter and single voice to the role of director. 

Somehow, as Tom marveled, it worked. I never felt as though my role as director was 

jeopardized. Those who had strong voices got to feel heard.  And I learned to direct with 

a sense of collaboration. 

Theatre Gods  

The final push to bring the show together was a remarkable group effort. I got 

better at delegating jobs to the growingly committed ensemble. Necessary crew roles 

were assigned. I embraced the miss-matched effect of the design that was naturally 

occurring, realizing that letting actors pick their own costumes from what they could find 

in the costume stock, and using objects that we could find to fit our needs actually 

stemmed directly from our original explorations at the beginning of the process when it 

felt like we were kids playing dress up. I began to call our design “Grandma’s Attic 

Aesthetic” claiming the found object feel of the show as an active artistic choice that 

honored the sense of play and informal storytelling we had always hoped to cultivate.  

I was still drowning in heading too many production jobs, but I had the excited 

energy of the Festival to keep it all afloat. Jenny stepped into the role of stage manager to 

call the cues during the performance. She knew the heartbeat of the play better than 
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anyone else and, though she never called cues in her life, was flawless at the task. We 

organized an airtight technical rehearsal schedule that worked without trouble and opened 

our first performance only one hour after building our light cues and setting levels. Up 

until the moment I heard the first squealing laugh I had no idea what kind of response we 

would receive. I was stunned the project was voted “the Best of Fest” among more than 

forty other new works, to be recognized by the Austin Critics Table for Tom Truss and 

Mark Scheibmeir’s performances, and to be listed as one of the “Top Nine of ‘09” by the 

Austin Chronicle. In my mind, The Psyche Project was still in great need of growth. We 

held a formal public post-mortem to invite conversation and to ask questions of our 

audience about what worked and didn’t. So although receiving such positive response 

gave us the confidence we had a strong foundation, I was already focused on what work 

would come next. 

THE REMOUNT 

As part of the honor of being voted “Best of Fest” we were offered a chance to 

remount The Psyche Project in the University of Texas at Austin Theatre and Dance 

department season the following fall. It was specifically a “remount” to be produced with 

the same cast and only minor rewrites of the script. We were given space on the same 

stage—the Oscar G. Brockett Theatre. A permanent upstage proscenium arch, however, 

was added and that interfered with our major set pieces and staging. Mark Scheibmeir 

had conflicts that prevented him from playing the lead role of Eros. So I faced the task of 

remounting the play with a new lead actor, a slightly new three-quarter-thrust/proscenium 

stage, presumably a new set, a script still in need of development, and very little 

flexibility with which to do that development. I was honored to be granted the 

opportunity but I seriously consider my motivations before agreeing to remount the play 

in the given context.  

Producing the first production of The Psyche Project—more than any other 

production process I have been a part of—nearly killed my love of theatre, and the list of 

things I promised never to do again in directing grew significantly longer.  I will never 
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work without a stage manager. I will insist on establishing a framework for commitment 

from each collaborator. I will communicate at the moment it seems that commitment has 

been jeopardized. I will ask for help and will better delegate from the start. I will follow 

through with trusting, asking, and setting clear expectations with fellow collaborators on 

their obligations to the process. I will try to directly address negative or unprofessional 

attitudes and behavior before they become accepted habit. I will try to address 

disconnects and disgruntled collaborators before minor issues and/or necessary artistic 

friction become interpersonally destructive conflict.  And I will not take on nearly so 

many jobs at one time ever again. When faced with the prospect of a new production, one 

of the best reasons I decided it worth the effort to remount The Psyche Project was to 

give myself the opportunity to face similar circumstance with a different directorial 

approach; to put into the practice some of the many “I will nevers" and test what I had 

learned. 

I accepted recent costume design graduate, Jennifer Madison’s offer to costume 

design the remount. I cast Sean Patrick Tubbs to take my ensemble role on stage. I 

enlisted recent BFA dance undergraduate, Meg Rushing to refine the choreography with 

our new actors. I sought out a stage manager and lighting designer from the beginning. 

And I wrote up a contract for the ensemble framing out expectations for the process, of 

which one specification was, for the sake of time, that we work in a more formal 

director/actor relationship for the three-week remount rehearsal process.  

I was unsuccessful in finding a lighting designer with the time, so, with the 

generous offer of Michelle Habeck’s lighting plot for the new stage and Lih Hwa Yu’s 

instructional time, I was taught how to read a lighting “magic sheet” and spent our 

technical rehearsal again looking up at the grid building cues. Despite the contract I had 

constructed, I was not consistent with enforcing the terms and still struggled extensively 

with the unprofessional conduct of several collaborators in the rehearsal room. And 

though better supported by a design/production team, I found we were under-supported 

within the structures interfacing with the department and therefore, once again, I was 

drowning in the production process of a very complex piece. And what is worse, I feel 
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the play and the ensemble as a whole lost the spark that had earned the Cohen New 

Works Production of The Psyche Project the honor of “Best of Fest.”  

Many different people and things are responsible for the differences in the 

productions and I feel none deserve blame for anything. I learned, however, that there are 

some critical pieces of what seemed a disorganized nightmare-of-a-process during the 

first production that I want to be careful not to forget. As Peter Brook describes in his 

chapter on “The Rough Theatre” in his book The Empty Space, 

The science of theatre building must come from studying what it is that 
brings about the most vivid relationship between people—and is this best 
served by asymmetry, even by disorder? If so, what can be the rule of this 
disorder? An architect is better off if he works like a scene designer, 
moving scraps of cardboard by intuition, than if he builds his model from 
a plan, prepared with compass and ruler. If we find dung is a good 
fertilizer, it is no use being squeamish; if the theatre seems to need a 
certain crude element, this must be accepted as a part of its natural soil. 
(66) 

 
Brook writes in reference to the act of constructing the architectural space of theatre 

buildings, but I think he also speaks about the act of making theatre performances as 

well. In my attempt to reenter The Psyche Project process with a greater sense of control, 

I believe I over-steered away from the disorder it needed and sterilized what at its core 

was a necessarily messy piece of “rough theatre.”  

 Tom, Jenny and I have decided The Psyche Project deserves yet another chance. 

As we begin the process, yet again, I am taking special care to honor the discoveries I 

made about my personal boundaries while also liberally fertilizing the process with the 

messy artistic dung that fueled our growth through the first production.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

Inheriting Our Town 

EMBRACING AN HEIRLOOM 

This play was handed to me. Handed down. A weathered, and unshakable 

heirloom burnished by thousands of hands on thousands of stages. Some performances 

were revolutionary. Some, despite a Pulitzer prize-winning script, have been less than 

revolutionary. Either way this play has made its way over the years into that slightly 

scary place where works of genius sometimes land; into the canon where things of 

remarkable beauty sometimes get stuck by interpretations that don’t give room for new 

contexts to allow the playwright’s original intentions to come through time. Where plays 

get boxed up as “classics” and grow rust.  

When this play was placed in my hands, my youthful ego wanted to say, 

“Really?! Our Town. Why? Why do we need to keep producing antiquated plays like 

this? One that is over 70 years old, written by a dead white man, and that has been done 

by countless high schools across America?” Although admittedly rather juvenile in form, 

I feel these are valid questions.  The trouble is, my attitude toward this play was based on 

thin facts. I had seen parts of Paul Newman’s film Our Town—which despite my 

adoration of Newman’s other work, I found saccharine and tedious. I had been a part of 

other college productions of Wilder’s one acts, and I was basically aware of the play’s 

existence in the theatrical canon. But I had never seen, done or even read the play myself. 

So after having been handed Our Town to direct as part of my thesis, I sat down to read 

the play for the first time. I was bored to tears in the first act. It seemed to be exactly what 

I feared it would be. An antique, quaint, period piece about small town white America at 

the turn of the last century.  Through the second act my eyebrows were still cocked 

upward, skeptical. Then the third act came along…and proved me the fool. The landslide 

force of Wilder’s brilliance leveled me, leaving me literally quaking, the words blurring 

through tears, his words punching holes through my choked throat. I sat a while almost 
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afraid to touch the script as if it were some talisman into a world of excruciating clarity. 

How many times was I the little girl swallowing the aching desire for a moment or two of 

attention from a work-wracked mother, and how thoroughly did I learn it would rarely 

ever happen. And now, how many times have I stood elbow deep in the sink scrubbing 

dishes, or running out the door to direct this very play while my own daughter tugged at 

my pant leg trying to get my attention. How can we possibly live life fully and still have 

the time to stop and notice the beauty that surrounds us?  

 Now having my own personal experience with Our Town, I could begin to see 

why it seems my generation’s cultural perception of this work tends to be nauseating. 

Our Town’s long tenure as one of the most produced play in American high schools has 

both contributed to its survival in contemporary cultural awareness, and also to its 

undoing. Our Town happens to have a perfect combination of attributes that make it a 

very easy choice for high school theatres to produce—family appropriate content, a big 

cast, a simple set, and a solid place in the canon. I believe this enormous number of high 

school productions makes up for the majority of our collective perception of Wilder and 

the nature of his work. Our Town is therefore overlooked for being one of the most 

experimental pieces of theatre in its time and groundbreaking in American theatre 

history. Our Town is one of the first on the list of experimental theatre productions that, 

over the course of the second half of the last century, have helped break down the 

conventions of the realistic box set, the use of the theatrical fourth wall, the relationship 

between audience and performer, and the structures of story in relation to linear time.  It 

is so easy to be misled by the seemingly sweet and simple dialogue between neighbors, 

the cute regional dialect, the period costumes, by Wilder's seemingly nostalgic efforts to 

preserve a moment in history. We can warmly glorify the days when the milk man came 

to the door, but Wilder’s intentions go so much further than period, and much deeper than 

daily life.  Over time as the turn of the 20th century has gotten further from the audiences’ 

personal awareness, the skin all those period elements creates has thickened, further 

separating us from the actual heart of Wilder’s meaning. So while the material may be 

appropriate for high school students to interact with, I believe the remarkable depth of 
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what Wilder is communicating about crossing benchmark thresholds in the journey of life 

requires a level of experience and subtlety to interpret and perform. Most of the 14-18 

year-olds, who have read and performed this play in the last 50 years simply have not yet 

crossed enough of those life thresholds –if any, some have not even made it out the other 

side of puberty—and therefore are not properly equipped to understand, let alone fill, the 

depths of Wilder’s enormous play. Thus we find Our Town lives in my generation’s 

awareness as little more than a sugar coated cliché.  

My Way In 

For months to come I remained terrified of this play. I no longer doubted the 

brilliance of Wilder’s Our Town and the various reasons it is probably even more 

important to produce now than in his own time. I just wasn’t sure I wanted to take on the 

daunting task of directing it myself. I was not sure what I had to get from the process, or 

for that matter what I had to bring to it. I was not sure I wanted to face trying to direct it 

with a cast of 18-21 year-olds who also had likely not lived enough life to comprehend 

Wilder’s textured words, or to have to take on the obstacle of reinvigorating a 

classicalized piece. I worked very hard in fact to find some way to avoid the process, or 

at least to invest my energy elsewhere. I think it seems appropriate to share an excerpt 

from my artist journal at the point I first began to embrace this project.  

 

 Personal Artist Journal: 11/14/2008 

I stayed up until one in the morning trying to cram a new proposal idea 
into a fellowship statement to get in today so that I could grab the 
opportunity to apply for this money, and so I could grab at the opportunity 
to produce a show I picked and to grab the opportunity to work with all 
the people here I want to work with, and on and on. All grabbing. All 
wanting to do more and bigger. And all at the cost of what? My own 
magical performance happens every day here at home. It happens every 
moment I am clear enough to stop thinking about doing something, and to 
just start noticing the quirky little semi-phrase Morgan just managed to put 
together, or to notice she is pointing to the picture frame of my family and 
saying their names, or to notice she managed to get herself on the potty 
and go pee-pee without even saying a word, or to get down and giggle 
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with her about the weird noise the “booger sucker” makes when it rather 
obnoxiously has to be used to remove some of her copious dripping snot, 
or to play tag with her around the walls and doors of the house, jumping 
out and startling her so she squeals her intoxicating giggles, or having the 
time to let her help me drag the laundry basket out to the line and one by 
one hand me a piece of laundry—usually her diapers and cloths—so I can 
pin them up on the line in the back yard.  My own favorite movie is 
playing right in front of me everyday and yet I am grouchy and distracted 
and driving forward toward something I am not even sure I want. And 
then here I am handed the chance to lean into a play with exactly this kind 
of story telling. Here I am given a time-tested piece of theatre, of art, of 
history that shows the little stuff, and invites the audience to stop and do 
the same. I am given the chance to bring something of this kind of beauty 
to the stage and I am running around trying to find something else to do 
that is “better” and more “my own.”   
So I decided instead of grabbing at the fellowship this morning to sit down 
once again and read this play. It is deceptively simple. And it is very 
difficult because of that. It is the kind of simple that takes a level of 
specificity and rigor to make it seem effortless. But this piece is actually 
going to greatly challenge my ability to manage bodies in space. It is 
going to challenge the actors to very skillfully master filling the space with 
their actions, when there is almost nothing, props and otherwise, to 
actually push against. And it is going to take a very delicate and subtle 
hand to make this piece—that is very firmly set in a time period and place 
so far and different from here and now—resonate with us today. And I 
think that will all come down to the specifics. These characters all carry 
with them their own stories. Which if well developed by the actors, and 
therefore not forced or indicated, will bring three dimensionality and 
texture to this piece, making even these rather mundane exchanges 
something to be drawn into. It is also about bringing the language, even in 
its heightened or slightly foreign melody, down into the actors’ bodies in 
such a way as to make it totally familiar and accessible. And in that way to 
successfully transport the audience to that period and place without 
realizing they have gone.  

 
So I began the slow and gentle process of embracing the remarkable gift of this play.  I 

backed off and just let Wilder’s work sit with me. This is one of few plays I have directed 

for which I had a significant amount of time before the design process.  Because I was 

working against my own terror at the beginning of the process, I actively tried to let my 

approach to the show come to me softly.  Any time I tried to create ways to direct certain 
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moments, I would find my ideas bouncing off the script. It didn’t want them. So I stepped 

back and held out my hand to let the script and the world it needed very slowly come to 

me. 

Listening to the Script 

Wilder from childhood was a great admirer of the theatre. And though he had 

written many books, already won a Pulitzer prize for The Bridge of San Luis Rey, and had 

written a few short plays, Our Town was Wilder’s first full length piece of theatre! 

Stunning enough as that is, I believe Wilder boldly and brilliantly embraced the idiom of 

words for the stage with Our Town. I believe that part of the reason I was repelled by 

Paul Newman’s—as well as the various video productions of Our Town I saw—is 

because this piece is not designed for the screen. Wilder wrote a piece whose simple 

elegance and immediacy is fundamentally theatrical. Our Town does not need or want 

fancy facades or tricks. Taking from the “The Immediate Theatre” chapter of Peter 

Brook’s The Empty Space,  

There is only one interesting difference between the cinema and the 
theatre. The cinema flashes on to a screen images from the past. As this is 
what the mind does itself all through life, the cinema seems intimately 
real. Of course, it is nothing of the sort— it is a satisfying and enjoyable 
extension of the unreality of everyday perception. The theatre, on the other 
hand, always asserts itself in the present. This is what can make it more 
real than the normal stream on consciousness. This also is what can make 
it so disturbing. (99) 

 
Our Town is fundamentally a piece of theatre and therefore it is most effective in a form 

in which it can be this “immediate.” 

Wilder stripped the play down to the minimum he felt the audience needed to 

follow along. He trusted his audience to fill in the world of the play. Written and 

produced at a time when the realistic box set ruled the world of the theatre, Wilder tosses 

a couple of trellises on stage “for those that feel they have to have scenery” (Our Town 

3).  He placed his actors in period costumes, but the “period” would have been like the 

70’s are to us today—a period that would not feel that far off. The few differences in the 
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clothing’s profiles would not feel all that foreign, and while not detrimentally pushing the 

audience away, would help give a enough distance between the audience’s world and the 

time of the play to invite a level of sympathetic investment far harder to achieve about 

one’s own world and community. And with a few very specifically chosen exceptions, 

Wilder asked that all the objects on stage be mimed. Not only was this general lack of 

stuff a departure from the norm of the time, it seems reasonable to assume they were all 

very deliberate design choices. Wilder blew open the door for all kinds of experimental 

theatrical conventions, but even to this day, Wilder’s Our Town is pushing the boundaries 

of radically simple.  

So my question from the beginning was, “What is he trying to say by not setting 

this play with realistic props and set?” What could I do to honor this bold simplicity 

while also finding a way to bring our audience a little closer to the context? What could 

we do to crack open the shell that the turn-of the 20th century costumes, a thick New 

Hampshire dialect, bad miming, and a classicalized seat in the canon had built around this 

otherwise startlingly raw and human script?  

As a director it seemed the acting would be the majority of my emphasis. The 

profound words of this play far too easily sound sweet, theatrical, and nostalgic. I would 

need to find actors who could bring the texture and depth of real life into these words in 

order to burn through the cliché surface of them. Casting from a pool of undergraduate 

actors would make that a challenging task, but again I leaned back and tried to trust that 

my intuition would find a beautiful cast for this production. 

First, however, was the job of designing whatever world would house this play.  

THE DESIGN PROCESS 

The Search for Collaboration 

In addition to wanting to create a beautiful and powerful play, I came to this 

production process wanting again to collaborate. That silly word that even I want to 

crumple up and throw out the window from over use, has an idea behind it that is 
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powerful beyond measure, and incredibly difficult to successfully achieve. There are a 

few times in history we have seen collaboration reveal its power. Unfortunately Los 

Alamos and the creation of the first atomic bombs is one of the most profound examples 

of the potential force of bringing brilliant minds working together toward a common goal. 

I strangely have been inspired to tap into the power of collaboration ever since I first 

learned about the remarkable artist/scientists who built Fat Man and Little Boy. If 

collaboration can make it possible to tap the very force that holds together the building 

blocks of matter for the purposes of destruction, then collaboration perhaps can tap into 

the stuff of life that bring things together and have a positive impact that is even greater 

than atomic bombs. That is a tall order to ask of myself and collaborators, no doubt. But I 

am a theatre maker and not one to shy from dramatic objectives.   

I, thus, entered the design process with the desire to honestly, rigorously, and 

legitimately build a team of artists whose individual talents could be brought together to 

collectively author the flesh of this production. For the first meeting I had two goals. 1. 

To invite this team of artists onto the journey of finding Our Town with me, to build the 

foundation for common ground and language that encouraged all the different “experts” 

to feel authorized to offer ideas, even if perhaps they did not pertain directly to their own 

disciplines, and in particular to feel they would not have to look to me as the source of all 

the answers. I honestly wanted to build this world together. 

2. I wanted to invite them to talk about what Out Town meant the each of them. 

Why did they believe we should produce this play now? What in it spoke to them? And 

what did they feel repelled by? I wanted to begin to find the points of entry as well as our 

obstacles so we would all know where the work would lie in developing a production that 

could honestly speak to our audience today?  

Lighting designer, Kate Leahy was the first to echo my own original question, 

“Really!? Our Town?” I had been hesitant to admit my own aversion to the script but 

quickly realized how important it would be for all of us to feel safe to sharing our 

obstacles as much as our connections. Set designer Kevin Beltz and I had worked 

together on multiple occasions, the last of which—The Psyche Project remount—we 
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were in the process of staging. We were both drawn to chuckle about the fact that, like 

The Psyche Project set, we were about to embark on another minimalistic-wooden-ladder 

set. Costume Designer, Emily Marie Smith (the costume designer for the first half of the 

design process) had grown up in a small town, had performed as Mrs. Soames in a high 

school production of the play, and was very excited about being part of the production. 

She brought forward a wealth of research she had begun in her own town’s archives. 

Dramaturg, Shelley Manis also had performed as Emily in her high school production 

and was very eager to be a part of this production. Between Emily, Shelley, Kate, Kevin 

and me, we had a well-rounded balance of reverie, cynicism, levity, and discipline. With 

too much of any one, we would have been doomed. But with the balance, we were ready 

to crack open this play to make it ours, to make it live, and to make it available to our 

audience. 

Heirlooms 

 Emily Marie Smith brought forward a stockpile of photographs of people who 

lived in her small midwestern town at the turn of the 20th century. She brought some of 

these to our first meetings. We marveled at the short descriptions that accompanied the 

photos.  

 

 
Mary "Mollie" Greenland was the eighth child born to Caleb Greenland 
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(1811-1893) and Christina Curfman Greenland (1819-1893) in 
Huntingdon County, PA. She was born Mar 21, 1847. 
 
Mary married Daniel Locke (?-1909). They had the following children: 
Harry Locke, Emma Locke Jamison, Iva Locke Lewis, and Blain Locke. 
Mary died Jan 1915. 
 
Photo and info from the book titled: A Brief Sketch of Caleb Greenland 
and His Wife, Christina Curfman with some of their Ancestors and part of 
their Descendants, by Frank Warren Roher (a son of Eleanor Greenland). 
Published for family members in 1924. 

 
A woman’s whole life is distilled into her birth, her marriage, her children and her death. 

Emily had found photo after photo, with these kinds of captions. We still had not yet 

decided how we would represent the period of the show, and I had a strong resistance to 

placing the actors in period costumes, but something about seeing these pictures, plucked 

from out of the town archives of Emily’s home town brought the turn of the 20th century a 

lot closer. I found myself curious and startled at my own fascination. Who were these 

people? What did they love? What did they dream? What did they do in between those 

benchmark moments of birth, marriage, childbirth and death? Something about pulling 

“period” off the stage, and into the personal daily history of these real people from a real 

place spoke to me. I felt these people looking back at us begging us to lift them from their 

photographs not as two-dimensional stereotypes, but as beautiful, troubled, and textured 

human beings, who longed, wished, giggled and struggled just like us.  

 Emily also shared a small heart-shaped necklace that she wore around her neck. 

This necklace had been an heirloom passed to her from a dear neighbor. She wore it daily 

and it clearly carried a great deal of personal significance to her. Emily brought forward 

the idea that each character, and each actor might offer ideas, or possibly actual 

heirlooms to add to their costumes. We discussed endlessly how we should handle the 

world of the actors. Were they actors playing characters? Were they real people that the 

stage manager somehow evoked back into existence? Were they actors who were 

donning these “memory pieces” to channel their original owners? In any case we all were 

drawn to the idea of evoking a sense of personal heirloom for character.  
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One of the first elements that I brought to the design team was a sketch I had done 

earlier in my process. It is a visual map of the relationships in Our Town. To prevent 

getting lost by all the names and references when I read the play I visually connected 

everyone on paper. It grew into a thickly branched tree, centered on the Stage Manager 

and as a result looked much like a family tree. Emily Marie Smith’s connection of place 

and people through heirloom instantly resonated with my own accidental creation of Our 

Town’s family tree. While I still insisted we take our time in developing the actual 

designs, these two ideas quickly formed the foundation of what our design would 

eventually become. These ideas fueled the desire to create a personal link to the world of 

the play from our own lives, to give room for the actors to do the same when they joined 

the process, and all with the intention of deeply grounding our production of this show on 

the roots we and this play already stood on.  

The discussion of how to then to bring our audience into this world centered 

around creating a sense of community, a sense of context, and a sense of time. 

Community 

 I asked the design team “how can we invited the audience in?” I connected to the 

subtle interactions of these characters, to the Chekhovian depth of the seemingly simple 

conversations. Like with Chekov, I find I am pushed out of the play when the subtlety is 

over played to get it out to the audience. So I wanted to bring the audience as close to the 

action as we could get them. At first that elicited conversations about breaking the 

conventions of a seated audience, of having a standing tour for the first act, of inverting 

the theatre and placing the audience in the center and staging the play all around, and of 

building a complete arena stage. After running those ideas to their limit, we came to 

realize what we wanted was not to come up with a unique staging choice that physically 

brought the audience any closer than the 3/4 thrust of the Oscar G. Brockett already 

would, but to make sure the audience felt invited into the show so they would lean in to 

follow the action from the very beginning. The first act’s disjointed series of tiny 

introductory scenes naturally makes it hard for the audience to feel a sense of connection 
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to the show at the start. So we investigated how the pre-show environment might be 

designed to literally invited the audience into the play AND build a sense of community 

amongst the actors and other audience members before the show had even begun. 

Context 

 From the beginning I wondered if we should place our production in 1901? If so, 

what could we do to create some of the context that Wilder’s audience would have had so 

as to bring our audience closer to the world of the play? Would we use period costumes? 

Would we use props or follow Wilder’s convention of miming? What could we do to 

honor Wilder’s trust of the audience to fill in the blanks without giving them too little to 

hold onto? In the midst of these questions I read a passage from Jonathan Miller’s The 

Afterlife of Plays that seemed to directly address my dilemma. 

We cherish Vermeer for reasons that are very different from the reasons 
that they cherished Vermeer and thought it worth forging him in 
1938…Although, in fact, the physical object hasn’t changed, the cognitive 
object has changed because you have reclassified it, putting it in a 
different context.  You have, thereby, redirected the vision of the spectator 
that is, therefore, going to guarantee that he of she will see in it different 
types of salience from the ones that they saw when it was exhibited in 
other contexts. Well exhibiting things in different gallery contexts is the 
same business as exhibiting them in different historical, chronological 
contexts. To exhibit Vermeer in 1938 is to make it into a different 
cognitive object from exhibiting it to an audience in the 1980s. (34) 

 
We were producing Our Town in 2010 instead of 1938 when it also premiered. So if we 

chose to honor the period of 1901 written into the show, what could we do to give the 

audience a point of reference to the time that could help them feel the sense of connection 

to it his audience in 1938 would have had? The connection we felt through Emily’s 

research seemed a clue for us. Did we need to share specific pieces of the world and 

period of the turn of the century outside the action of the piece to provide that context? 

With time all these questions became the seeds of our final design.  
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Texture, Roots and Time 

 The idea of heirloom, evolved into discussion of texture, and a discussion of using 

fabrics, materials, and objects that had lived previously in other forms. For the set, I 

brought forward the image and texture of wood. Stemming from my family tree study, 

from the butternut tree mentioned in the play, and from the need for chairs in the show, 

wood proved a strong image. It is a material whose flesh has lived previously as a tree, 

whose growth rings—in addition to being the deeply symbolic circle—actually record 

time, and whose external form symbolically references history through its roots, the 

family lines through its branches, the connection of past and present through its trunk.  

This lead to the design of the aged wide-planked wood floor, the placement of the base of 

Emily’s butternut tree on the stage, and the suspension of the wooden chairs overhead 

echoing the trees branches. Beneath the base of the tree invisibly radiates the image of 

roots stretching under the stage, holding up the players and the play. In combination with 

the chairs above, the base of the tree invisibly stretches upward in the commanding trunk 

of a great tree reminding how even the seemingly huge and immovable are impermanent. 

 

ESTABLISHING THE ENSEMBLE 

Casting 

This is the largest cast I have ever worked with. From the auditions through every 

phase of the rehearsal process, the size of the cast affected the nature of my approach. In 

the audition room, I kept myself wide open to the unexpected, searching more for honesty 

and authenticity than acting skill. Because this show is so easy to make cliché, I was 

more apt to call back a totally raw freshman, than an actor with perhaps more training but 

pesky tendencies to “act” too hard. I called back over eighty actors, bringing back five to 

seven people for each character. Many, of course, were auditioning for multiple roles 

making it a complex network of intertwined possible combinations. I spent an entire day 

with their headshots spread in neat rows across the floor and desks and tables in my 
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office carefully preplanning groupings of auditioners so as to efficiently audition them 

all. I did not anticipate how effective this amount of preparation would become.  When I 

was in the room seeing so many people, back to back, I was stunned to realize I had most 

of their names and faces memorized from the hours I had spent with their pictures. 

Having at least this amount of connection with so many new faces was incredibly helpful 

in creating mental shorthand throughout the process. I hardly had to write a note. I could 

just sit back, take in their work, and let the cast reveal itself.     

Setting the Tone 

Once the cast was established, we met with the actors twice before the rehearsal 

process began.  I wanted to involve the actors as extensively in the process as possible, 

especially in regards to the design collaboration. And I knew that creating a strong 

ensemble would be a delicate and difficult process with such a large cast. Our first 

meeting was toward the end of fall semester, 2009. I called all the actors and designers 

together to assemble everyone in a room, to introduce the actors into the collaboration, 

and to share our designs while in process so we could invite the actors to add their voices 

to the conversation. I asked them to begin thinking about their own heritages, their 

“towns,” and to have them take advantage of the winter break at home, to talk with their 

families about their histories. I encouraged them to gather photographs, objects, stories, 

and in particular one special heirloom to serve as their character’s “memory piece” in the 

production. 

This was the first time I had with everyone in a room together to feel the 

magnitude of the ensemble. With cast, designers and stage manager we were more than 

thirty people. I knew it was going to be different directing a cast of this size, but standing 

in the circle with that large a group of mostly undergraduate students (at least ten of them 

first years) I understood how fully I would be assuming the role of director/teacher. So 

much of what I have learned over the last year teaching Fundamentals of Acting to 

twenty non-major undergraduate students suddenly felt invaluable to my needs as a 

director. I could see that organization and minute to minute planning would be critical. I 
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could also feel how much energy, both physically and mentally it would require. And at 

the same time, as I had learned from The Psyche Project I knew how important it would 

be to leave room for the little bit of chaos needed to infuse the process with life.  

I began our meeting as I begin all my Fundamentals of Acting classes: with a 

quote from Anne Bogart.  

Every creative act involves a leap into the void. The leap has to occur at 
the right moment and yet the time for the leap is never prescribed. In the 
midst of a leap, there are no guarantees. To leap can often cause acute 
embarrassment. Embarrassment is a partner in the creative act—a key 
collaborator. If your work does not sufficiently embarrass you, then very 
likely no one will be touched by it. (A Director Prepares 113) 

 
I believe we are socialized to avoid potential displays of failure, and the feeling of 

embarrassment that follows. There is obvious reason to protect ourselves from truly 

dangerous “failures.” However I also believe it is on the journey over that threshold of 

certainty into the territory of new experience—the place were we struggle with 

uncertainty, risk failure and sometimes do “fail” – that we are sparked most to grow. In 

recognizing the inherent emotional danger of this experience, I work to create an 

atmosphere that invites all the students—or actors in this case—to embrace the journey 

together with me.  

For the first Our Town meeting, I asked everyone to join me in a deliberately 

ridiculous name game that forced everyone to make outrageous gestures and sounds with 

their names. We all then had to mimic the same gesture and sound in individual 

succession around the circle like “the wave” passes a crowd in a stadium. In this way, I 

invited each and every one of us—designers and stage managers included—to face 

embarrassment after no more than five minutes of sharing the room together. Thus, from 

the very beginning we all shared a sense of risk, vulnerability, community, comradery 

and fun in the process. I wanted to make sure that everyone understood that even in a cast 

of twenty-three, with actors who have no written name in the script, or no lines, that 

everyone was visible, supported, heard, that everyone was important, but also that no one 

could get off the hook unscathed. The game went on for much longer than I have ever 
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experienced from the shear number of people and I recall my face hurting from laughing 

so hard before we reached the end.  

For ensemble building, I also arranged for Chell Perkins, our choreographer, to 

lead the group in a rigorous core training exercise. I was planning on working with Chell 

throughout the process using physical exercises to help ground the actors in their bodies. 

Especially with so many young actors, one of my main goals for the process was to 

develop a cast that could—if nothing else—simply, honestly and powerfully exist in their 

bodies. I used my Suzuki Method training in the rehearsal process; but at the beginning, 

Chell and I agreed it best to send the cast off into winter break with the homework of a 

rigorous workout routine that would help build stamina and core muscles that I would 

then call on in the rehearsal process. I believe the success of this production relied on us 

each embracing the necessary embarrassment and rigor and of our work. I am quite 

certain only a few actors actually did their core training over break. And I don’t even 

know that the homework was the primary goal of the exercise. It was effective enough to 

establish how hard I would be expecting us all to work by having the design team, cast 

and director on the floor doing planks and push-ups together in our first meeting.  

We then met one more time before the winter break, this time cramming twenty-

seven people into my tiny living room around a spread of potluck fair and my blazing 

wood stove. We gathered to do our first read of the play as a cast and I wanted the 

informal atmosphere of home and the community bond of food to be the setting. We were 

a clutter of bodies and muddy boots. People could hardly move. Food was passed back to 

actors stuck in corners and drinks promptly spilled. My two year old daughter was 

obsessively mooching whipped cream off one of the pies and someone tripped over 

bodies trying to get out of the room in a coughing fit. It was madness and we couldn’t 

stand it for any longer that the two-and–one-half hours it took to get through the play. But 

I look back now and see that, though very unconventional and perhaps a little 

uncomfortable, that was the perfect dose of disorder we needed to set the tone for our 

rehearsal process. I was thrilled to find the entire team bravely willing to embrace the 

embarrassment, rigor and roughness of my approach and to see—before we had even 
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begun rehearsing—good seeds planted to start building a strong ensemble. I believe now 

that some of the many compliments we have received in person and in reviews about 

strength of the Our Town ensemble lead back to those first moments together laughing 

ourselves silly playing, panting on the floor doing Pilates, and struggling elbow to elbow 

to turn the pages of our play.  

 

THE REHEARSAL PROCESS 

Our work in rehearsal centered on grounding the actors, and pushing through the 

clichés. For the first part of the process I focused on psychically grounding the actors, 

and finding the bowels of the play. I was working very hard at first to counter act the 

perception that this was a warm and fuzzy world by excavating the struggle, pain, 

alienation, and disconnection that plagued every person in the script before coming back 

around to relish the joy, bliss, love and connection. 

A big part of the rehearsal process consisted of scene work in small groups or 

pairs. Even though these were young actors, I trusted their instincts and gave the actors 

room to do their own homework.  In the end, I had to embrace who had the skill, will, or 

understanding to even do that homework and move from asking questions to prompt 

discovery, to offering very specific actor choices for them. As a director/teacher I found 

peace with the work they were capable of doing, the remarkable distance they grew in our 

process, and learned when to let go of my own artistic expectations when they exceeded 

the capacity of my actors.  

For the ensemble work as a whole, I developed an approach that employed a 

specific set of director tools for this production: The Love Letter/ User Manual, The 

Contract, Physical Training and Table work, and Homestead Days. 

 

The Love Letters/User Manual 

I adopted an assignment created by playwright Deb Margolin for her students 

called the Love Letter/ User Manual. I have used this assignment with my acting students 

for the past three semesters and because of the size of the cast, I felt it would be effective 
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in the process for directing Our Town. I asked the cast to write “Love Letters/ User 

Manuals” to share with the entire production team. Our dramaturg, Shelley Manis, 

established an UT Our Town Wikispaces website where—among other dramaturgical 

research—we could share these letters with the entire group. I will include the actual 

assignment as written for the ensemble.  

The Love Letter/ User Manual 
Write a letter telling the collaborative team and me a bit about who you 
are, how you work, what you love. Please send it to me and post it on the 
UT Our Town Wikipsaces site in the Discussion Board section as 
described there. Some questions to prompt your writing:  

• Where are you from?  
• Give us a sentence or two about what your family/ 
origin/upbringing was like.  
• What excites you?  
• What gets you really fired up?  
• Why theatre? 
• How much and what kind of training have you received? What, if 
any training or teacher really spoke to you? What, if any didn’t? Why? 
• What do you hope to gain from this collaboration? 
• What are you concerned about? 
• What are your specific interests/desires/goals for this project? 
• What is your best-case scenario for this collaboration? 
• What is the nightmare version of this collaboration? 
• Are there any particulars about how you work/learn that you would 
like everyone to know? 
• What do you find really compelling about this project? 
• What (if anything) are you finding difficult to embrace about this 
project? What would help you break through that? 
• Any other thoughts are welcome. 
 

The purpose of the Love Letter assignment was, first, to allow everyone—but me in 

particular—an efficient and effective window into the workings of each collaborator 

before we even entered the rehearsal room. It was also to infuse the process with an 

individualized sense of ownership of the material, and ones own fears and desires 

surrounding the process. As Margolin describes about her philosophy behind the 

assignment,  
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I like to introduce desire and love because of their agency and utility. I 
feel that in teaching any of the skills of the theatre, or the skills of life and 
love, it is necessary to locate one’s impulse and desire for speech, 
particularly in playwriting and acting…I use love in a very clinical sense, 
in a very Shakespearian sense, like in Henry [IV], “Thou owest me a 
million,” Falstaff says, “ Thy love is worth a million and thou owest me 
thy love.” It’s that clinical brotherhood, sisterhood, to which I’m referring, 
that state of safety where your ideas, your passions—however bizarre—
can be made available to you, and then you can make use of them. So this 
idea of love, eros, and desire [is] juxtaposed with utility. (Epstein 112) 

 
Armed with these “Love Letter/User Manuals,” I began to construct an individualized 

approach to working with each person. As a director/teacher it is my job to enter the 

room with both a positive attitude and an open set of receivers that seeks to see the 

virtues, obstacles and potential of each person—even when they go out of their way to 

hide them, or can’t always see them in themselves. Knowing their passions and concerns 

helps me better see them each as individuals and find ways to use the things they connect 

with as tools to approach the job of performing this play. Whether it is the super-attentive 

actor who comes to me after every rehearsal with questions and seeking constant 

confirmation, the cool kid whose physical energy never seems to rise above fifty percent, 

the brilliant young woman who is often irritated to be wasting her time in a background 

role, the shy guy who does everything in his power to physically, vocally and sometimes 

literally disappear, the musical theatre aficionado, the “class-clown,” or the professional 

actor who enters the room knowing “everything there is to know,” but all who actually 

need to be cleverly led to the edge of the pool and hip-checked off into the cold waters of 

discovery. All other production elements and goals aside, I feel my objective as 

director/teacher was to work with every person to figure out what they needed to make 

that leap. Thus I created multiple forums for communication to invite them to share with 

me their own Achilles’ heels. The  “Love Letter/User Manual” was one. Throughout the 

rehearsal process, I then used that insight to coax each and every actor to face and break 

through his/her own constructed defenses. It was a high goal and achieved with varying 

success. While my director/artist self had to let go of some of her expectations for the 

final performances, I feel my director/teacher self effectively found and unlocked some 
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unknown territory of skill with each actor. They each grew immensely and ultimately 

were successful in performing something honest, vulnerable, and real.  

 

The Contract 

Having disliked the effect of creating a prewritten contract for The Psyche Project 

remount cast, I chose to adopt a collaboratively created contract as we discussed in Katie 

Pearl’s Directing New Works class. I asked every ensemble member to write up a list of 

expectations and promises they were willing to make to me and to each other.  
 

The Contract Assignment 
Please also complete this in the Discussion Board Section as described 
there. 
Fill in as to what you feel you can promise and what you expect in return 
in the rehearsal process. 
 
"I promise..." 
"I expect..." 
 
Please bring this list with you to the first rehearsal.  

 
While still intending to use a contract to lay clear ground rules for the rehearsal room I 

left the actual listing of those rules largely up to the cast to generate themselves. As with 

the “Love Letter/ User Manual,” I too completed the assignment and offered my voice as 

a collaborator among the group. We then brought these lists to the first rehearsal where 

we shared and compiled them. This immediately established a level of self-regulation and 

community-oriented commitment to creating a professional, productive, and positive 

working environment. With such a large group of young people, we had a few rough days 

that required our stage manager Cody Williams and me to employ a more regulatory tone 

than I would have liked. But on the whole I found the level of commitment to the work 

remarkably strong and having the “I promise/I expect” contract existing in the air (and on 

the internet) kept us all honest with each other through the difficult moments. When a 

negative attitude was poisoning the room, I felt confident to discretely invite a 

conversation to discuss the nature of the problem so it would not fester. When all twenty-
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three actors had to be in the room to choreograph a complex scene, I felt confident they 

understood the importance of remaining focused and able to quickly call them back to 

attention when people began to get distracted. Directing and managing this large a group 

was still incredibly exhausting, but I found this collaborative contract a very effective 

tool for building a committed working environment throughout the production. 

Physical Training  

 I trained for a year in Tadashi Suzuki’s actor training method and a version of 

Anne Bogart’s Viewpoints the year before entering graduate school. For the first two 

years of graduate school I did not feel authorized to teach or use more than a few of the 

Suzuki training techniques, and I was new to using and applying Viewpoints as a 

rehearsal technique. I still do not feel fully authorized, however one thing graduate school 

has taught me is that everything I have learned can be a tool, and no one is really an 

expert. So rather than shy from using my skills based on some unspoken rule of 

authorization, I decided for Our Town to teach what I felt comfortable with, and in some 

cases even modify exercises to make them effective for our needs. The major goal I had 

for using physically based training was, again, to root the rehearsal process in the actors’ 

bodies, to give the actors tools to find and overcome physical habits, to build up physical 

stamina to powerfully perform both in body and voice, to ground them, to establish a set 

of vocabulary I could then use as shorthand throughout the process, to strengthen 

awareness of their bodies in space, to create tools for focusing and centering both 

individually and as a group, and to build ensemble. I spent half of every rehearsal for the 

first week teaching and performing a series of exercises to then use as part of the thirty-

minute warm-up we continued throughout the rest of the rehearsal process. The other half 

of these first rehearsals we spent sitting in a circle working our way through the text 

doing table work investigating the themes, characters, period, and meaning of the script 

word by word. I was deliberately splitting the time between building a foundation 

physically with the material, and building a foundation intellectually and emotionally 

with text.  
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We explored more exercises than I will describe. So I will focus only on the two 

that seemed the most successful: slow ten and statues.  

“Slow Ten” is an exercise that requires mental focus and stamina. The group lines 

up in two single file rows on either end of the room facing inward. The body is grounded, 

centered, aligned and ready to move, while also relaxed and breathing. The actors’ eyes 

are softly focused on the horizon line and will remain there for the length of the exercise. 

Without any single person prompting, the ensemble begins to walk as slowly as possible 

across the length of the room, passing through the opposite line of actors in the middle. 

When they reach the other end of the room, they slowly turn together toward the 

established “audience” keeping their eyes on the soft horizon line. And then the two lines 

walk back returning to their original place. From the outside it looks very simple—slowly 

walk back and forth across the stage in lines. And for the first few times, for most actors 

it feels really simple and perhaps pointless. But with time, the value of the exercise 

begins to reveal itself to each person. Music plays under the exercise and with time I ask 

them to begin to be specific about what they “see” on the horizon. They create an image 

based on some moment in the play, or a character, or place, theme or question. They are 

drawn to the image and then for some reason when they get there they are pulled away. 

There is no right and wrong image, and for the most part I never find out what they 

mentally explore. At times I would assign who would stand across from whom and invite 

actors to let the exercise be an exploration of their character relationship. What I found 

remarkably effective about this exercise for this particular group, was not only how 

beautifully grounded and centered they were able to become, but how effective this time 

was for creating “memories.” Sofia Ruiz has never crossed the threshold of marriage. 

Cassie Stewart has not had her daughter go “out of her house” to face that marriage. 

Chelsea Roach has not given birth. This exercise gave them the time, the mental quiet, 

and formal structure to not only intellectualize what those experiences might be like, but 

essentially to imagine their way physically through the experience of it. The actors then 

were able to fill their words with the images of those “memories” with subtle honesty. 
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“Statues” conversely is an explosive exercise that requires an electrified level of 

attention, physical stamina, and a powerful sense of stillness in motion. The actor starts in 

a squat with arms hanging relaxed over bent knees like a marionette gone slack. At the 

sound of a clap, the actors leap from the floor up onto the balls of their feet into a 

“statue”—a frozen pose of their choosing. The object is to move instantly from relaxed to 

statue on the sound of the clap. The actor must summon core strength to erupt upward, a 

relaxed state of readiness to respond instantly and kinesthetically to the sound, a strong 

connection with the ground to maintain balance, and a specificity of action to achieve the 

stillness of the statue once he/she has arrived. This exercise helped balance the “Slow 

Ten” work by building a spectrum of physical capacity and the ability to ground both in 

instantly reactive explosion as much as in focused slow motion. I think this group could 

have benefitted from more of this kind of fast exercise to counteract what I found to be a 

dangerous tendency to respond slowly in performance. 

  

Homestead Days 

 We chose to honor the period of 1901, as written in the play, and Wilder’s 

convention of miming. That meant actors would be lighting woodstoves, getting water 

from a pump, feeding chickens, and leading horses with carts of milk bottles.  Most of 

these tasks would not be things the actors had ever experienced with real objects, let 

alone invisible ones. So I planned, from early on, to hold several rehearsals out on “the 

homestead” both to give the actors the chance to actually practice their activities with real 

objects, but also to give them a sense of how physically taxing daily life would have 

been. Conveniently my own unique living conditions and lifestyle were the best available 

setting for these rehearsals. I held two weekend rehearsals at my home—a 1930’s house 

situated on 2 acres of land right in the middle of Austin.  I had the actors chopping and 

hauling wood, feeding the chickens and gathering the eggs, lighting the woodstove, 

making biscuits, and cooking bacon on heavy cast iron pans. I also arranged an outside 

time to take Andrew Kotrla to spend a Sunday morning leading a live horse. I had the 
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families try staging their morning breakfast routine throughout the house, and had the 

towns folk meet up on the street for their morning greetings. Much like the first reading 

at my house, these rehearsals were an organized mess. Actors were working on their own 

in other rooms and outside in the yard, Cody was jammed in one doorway on book, while 

Chell—the choreographer—and I shuffled about to stay out of the actors’ way. At one 

point I stood in the inner doorway watching the action holding my daughter in my arms 

to keep her from getting underfoot. I looked across the kitchen and saw Chell standing in 

the other kitchen door doing the same thing—watching the action intently while holding 

her son on her hip. We exchanged a look of “what in the world are we doing?” and then 

both turned and got back to work.  

 I don’t know that more than a few of the specific physical movements the actors 

learned on those two Sunday afternoons made it into the performance. And though I have 

learned to embrace madness, I feel I could better organize an onsite rehearsal in the 

future. But I think either way, that the experiences the actors gained by interacting with 

the labor of a life, the compression of energy that accompanies rushing a family out the 

door, the difficulty of heating your home when it requires chopping, hauling and lighting 

and fire, and the distraction of a toddler running around. I think all those experiences in 

rehearsal helped the actors push through the clichés. Cassie and Nora didn’t have to play 

“tired mother.” They got to feel what working that hard for four hours felt like.  

While it was not my intention, the cast also got to see what the rigors of parenting 

are really like.  My daughter frequently joined us for the first hour of rehearsal while my 

husband got in another few hours of work. They both were present through the 

“homestead days” at our home and many of the hours of technical rehearsal. They both 

directly and indirectly touched so many of the actors and, thus, many elements of the 

final production. In addition to giving me the life experience to amplify the meaning of 

Wilder’s words through the actors, they provided a tangible example for everyone to 

witness the struggle, bliss, endurance, and love of life beyond the thresholds of marriage 

and childbirth. 
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The Final Collaborator 

Like with The Psyche Project, until opening night I quaked in terror, fearing how 

our work would be received. I worried our design was too much, and the choice to add 

the language of heirlooms through the objects in cases and memory pieces too superficial. 

I worried the audience would be too timid to walk onto the stage and would awkwardly 

watch the ten minutes intended for mingling. I worried the actors would let the 

momentum drop and slide into their habits of acting in the pauses. I worried some of the 

newer performers would be paralyzed by the sudden presence of two hundred faces 

bearing down on them. To some extent many of these worries came true at some point in 

the run. However, none to the crippling degree I feared. And instead, I was thrilled to 

watch all the pieces of the play rise together to from a cohesive and powerful production. 

I was stunned by the number of discoveries each actor made in their first performance 

and to see the surprises that brought to both the performers and the audience.  The actors 

were suddenly understanding new pieces of what they were saying and pushing against 

the energy coming at them from the audience to puncture through and past the last layers 

of cliché into honesty.  

We brought our stories, our heirlooms, our towns to this process. We brought our 

fears, and we brought our hearts. I think the entire production team did everything we 

could to honor what Wilder intended for his audience and to find creative solutions to re-

contextualize his work for our today. It was a long journey for me, and one I accepted 

with hesitancy. But by the end we all embraced the gift of the heirloom we were given 

and lovingly adding our fingerprints.  
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Conclusion 

CALLED TO BE AN ARTIST 

  I believe the “Call to Adventure” comes in many forms. For me, I was called to a 

life with my husband. I was called to bring life to my daughter. I was called to be an artist 

as well. The prospect of becoming a mother terrified me that I would lose my self as an 

artist. It was a turning point that asked me to, either let go of theatre making entirely or 

make the leap into pursing theatre as a profession. So I jumped off into the commitment 

to pursue graduate school with my husband, and daughter in my arms. And with each 

production and new collaboration there is a moment when I am standing alone on the 

mountaintop again awaiting the terrifying unknown. As Campbell points out, we must 

continually face “deaths” throughout our lives. It is only through continual rebirth that we 

can continue to thrive. Now having lived through the rebirths of marriage and 

motherhood, and consequently self, the lessons I have learned from those mythic life-

long journeys gives me the perspective and the strength to embark on the smaller 

adventures in my life as an artist. It has made it easier to step into uncertain territory, to 

trust my intuition, have patience, and an uplifted spirit and a stable ego to help me toward 

finding beauty. Above all else, it has helped me understand why it is I am called to make 

theatre at all. 

 

A THEATRE OF MYTHOLOGY 

I have always been drawn to theatre because of the power stories wield. They can 

transport and transform both maker and audience. Stories are universal among humans 

and linked directly to communication for survival. What I have come to realize during 

graduate school, is that the theatre I am drawn to—in its core—communicates a greater 

truth. I am drawn to theatre rooted in growth and transformation, whether that is of 

mythic proportion with gods and beauties, or whether that is with everyday people in 
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everyday towns. I am drawn to theatre that stems back to our need of stories for survival. 

I am not as interested in theatre that is dramatic for the sake of itself, is grim without 

glimmer of redemption, is plot-driven purely for the sake of “good” story, or crafted 

purely for the sake of entertainment. Unless there is some core that is tapping into 

communicating something bigger than itself, I find theatre, film, television, YouTube 

tedious and a waste of precious time. This is not to say I don’t believe there is a place for 

that kind of work. A good laugh sometimes can be as transformative as a mythic rite of 

passage. 

Ever since I became a mother, my perception of time, and my part in contributing 

to a greater intergenerational conversation through my work as a theatre maker has 

telescoped centuries in either direction and zoomed into the millisecond. I feel all the 

more acutely how what I say now may be adding or responding to something spoken in 

ancient Greece, may affect the actions of people right now, and could have echoes that 

resonate thousands of years from now. I feel a grave level of responsibility about what I 

choose to communicate in the ritual forum of theatre. We only have so much time, and in 

a world swamped with media yet starved for genuine communication, I feel my desire, as 

a theatre maker is to tell stories that can honestly and simply pass from maker to audience 

and provide some kind of catalyst for transformation. Without having to be therapeutic, 

didactic, or activist, I believe theatre can be our mythology. It can create a ritual space for 

communication that leaves room for the individual to bring and take from the experience 

what she needs, and can provide a community with the tools for a healthier human 

existence.  
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